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We have evolved to keep the eldritch

secrets from ourselves. But curious humans
are always at risk of subverting that

protection. We dig deeper, past our limits
using technology that will only bring us

regret. We’ve fled from what lies below,
but time has made us neglect our fear.
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An
Engorged
Chthonian
This is an encounter that can fit
anywhere in your worlds.
The Chthonian lurk deep
underground and are unheard of
by most historians and have never
left behind trace nor relics. The
horror they inspire may well
mean that your characters ‒
should they survive ‒ will want to
immediately forget the encounter.
This makes this encounter useful
to use to fill sessions where your
ordinary story must pause for a
while. It was originally played by a
group of five level five players, who
survived.

“A crack opens up before you, tentacles appear, reeking
of burnt hair, and filling the air with uncomfortable
ringing, assailing all your senses. Completely off guard
by the alien sensations, you’re scooped up easily and
pulled into its lair.”

We will start by
softening your
characters a little. The
players have no hope of
avoiding the tentacles ‒
their surprise is too
great ‒ but it appears
the creature nabbing
them has little interest
in protecting their
heads as theyʼre pulled
into the tunnels. The
characters must each
make an Dexterity
saving throw (DC 10) to
avoid their limbs
bashing the walls as

theyʼre pulled down. On
a failure, they take 2d6
bludgeoning damage.

Maybe ask them to roll
this themselves, and
describe how they take
this damage. Make note
of their particular
injuries, and use those to
explain later failures.
“You donʼt quite manage
to hit this time ‒ maybe
itʼs that blow to the head
you took earlier.”

Cells
Have each of them roll a d6. This will determine
which “cell” theyʼve been pulled into.
The cells are used to keep the characters away from
the Chthonian, whose focus at the moment is on
surviving in the treacherous climate of the crust of
the earth whilst birthing. As such, itʼs made a nest for
itself.
The exits to each of the cells are blocked with
boulders. There are tiny sized gaps which it can
thread its tentacles through to grasp its pray inside.
(Once through the gaps, they expand in size.) The
boulders can be pushed over (DC 17) or whittled
away at over a much longer period of time.
Upwards is a 200 foot climb on smoothed rock.
Difficult, but not impossible. It may be the only way
out.

Unconscious, and wrapped in his own
tentacle, is a gnome by the name of Roykin
Crackbanger. Heʼs been down here for about
six weeks of restless sleep. He looks healthy. His sanity
has slipped. He wears a Cloak of Many Fashions and
an item of his has fallen to the floor, determine this
item from the Trinkets table in the Handbook. This
determines his backstory.

#1

He has the same stats as a CR 4 melee creature.
There are a number of larvae under his chain mail,
which he likely wonʼt notice until a quieter period.

The dead body of a goliath. Her skull is
caved in ‒ her fall was not elegant. A
decent medical check will note that the
suckers of the tentacle remained for quite some time
even after death. The poison it left behind can be
found in swollen pockets of her skin. This might be
collected, and serve as a Basic Poison.

#2
#3

There are signs of a fight in this cell.
Scorch marks, spell casting components,
and bones litter the floor. Thereʼs no body.

Thereʼs a rucksack in here with mundane
adventuring gear that looks slight more
expensive than typical.
Thereʼs a badly drawn map in the bag. Itʼs difficult to
place where it is. A decent investigation check to
decipher it might reveal something about your world.
For instance, they may piece together that the curved
line might be the nearby hill. Under the x is a stash of
common potions.

#4

A discarded crossbow and a short sword.
The sword has yellow gems embedded in
the hilt. Theyʼre worthless but look nice. Itʼs
previous owner lies on the fall, shrivelled. It might
have been an elf at one time, but itʼs difficult to identify
them now.

#5

An unconscious bear. Heʼs tame and will to
help fight. His Master called him Firn. Heʼs
not aware but there are a dozen Chthonian
larvae latched onto this underbelly, drawing blood. He
will pass out within an hour from blood loss if removed
from the tentacle.

#6

Escaping the cells
Roll initiative.
The characters all start Grappled, wrapped up tightly
and suckered to their tentacle.
The Chthonian has eight tentacles. It regenerates them
at a rate of one per minute. Each has its own health
points, stats, and round in combat.
The tentacles have no interest in killing their pray.
They need them alive to feed the larvae. They will
attack with the intent to incapacitate, dropping them to
zero health and then Revitalise to give them one hit
point but leaving them
unconscious.
On their turn, they will prefer
to Grapple and then Subdue.
The tentacle ignores the size
restrictions to taking the
grapple action. To grapple,
they use their Athletics skill
against the targets Acrobatics
or Athletics. To escape the
grapple, they must use an
Attack action to do the same
contested check.

You can speed up the
combat ‒ one way or
the other ‒ and amp up
the tension by using a
real world timer for
tentacle regeneration.
Instead of 1 minute,
use 10 minutes. Ensure
the players are aware
this is whatʼs
happening.

Chthonian Tentacle
39 HP, 14 AC, 30ft Move, Burrows.
Two actions. Smack, +6. 1d8+4 piercing.
Grapple, +7 Athletics.
Subdue. DC 15 Con save. On failure, move to next stage:
Grappled, Restrained, Incapacitated, Unconscious. If 20 or over,
target becomes immune for 1 hour.
Revitalise. Restore 1 HP to target. Does not remove Unconscious
status.

They’re all
unconscious
When a character is knocked unconscious, they roll
1d4. This represents the number of hours until they
wake up and are Grappled. Theyʼll be groggy and less
aware of where they are as time goes on. However, they
do get to take their turn now. The Chthonian will
attempt to re-Subdue.
You can describe this process as taking days, if you
must. Months, if youʼre cruel. The characters are not in
any discomfort. The opposite, in fact, they feel quite
comfortable. This isnʼt so bad.
After a while though, have them all roll Wisdom saving
throws, DC 13. Anyone who succeeds wakes up with a
sudden awareness. Maybe itʼs a god thatʼs nudged them
awake, a flame of natural magic that enlivens them, or
just good old fashion zeal. A burst of adrenaline gives
them a temporary advantage over their captor. They
can make their checks to escape the Grapple with
advantage.
If it comes to it, Nardia Vilhelm stands over a lopped
tentacle, shaking a player-character awake. The tiefling
shows signs of just now being pulled down. “Hells,
what is this place? Can you fight?”

The
Chamber

On the other side of the bouldered cells is the
Chthonian itself.

Itʼs a large creature who will not give up on its lair
easily. It has bored out each of the cells, and the 40x40
room it lives, using its dozens of teeth that chew
through land as easy as if it were jellied blood.
The surface of the Chthonian is crawling with carrotsized maggots. These are its larvae which it hopes to
transfer to its pray. It has the appearance of a thick
worm, with tentacle mandibles reaching from its
mouth.
The Ancient Chthonianʼs main aim is to grow its
pupa, and then die. It has only recently begun its job
and is not ready to die yet. It would prefer to keep the
pray alive and in their cells: whilst they are in their
cells it will not attack them, but will focus on
rebuilding the walls and incapacitating them.
However, if the characters get out of their cells they
suddenly become a threat to the vulnerable larvae
and it will attack to kill. (After all, they can still drink
the blood once theyʼre dead.)

Ancient
Chthonian
At the end of its life, which
stretches between one and
two thousand years, an
ancient one will begin its
journey away from the hot
core of the world to find a
cooler place more suitable for
the fragile larvae to begin their
own journey.
Stretched out, an ancient
Chthonian can span twenty
feet from head to toe, though
youʼll rarely see it in this. They
prefer to stay coiled, ready to
unleash their length in a
sudden attack. Their tentacles,
which can number from six to
sixteen, can stretch much
longer. They often flail these
out in their lairs seeking out
pray. To with stand the heat of
their typical home, their skin
is thick enough to act as an
insulator.
Their behaviour whilst
skirting along the molten core
of the world is a mystery.
What they eat, what their
social communities are like,

and how active they are is
entirely unknown. Their
existence is only anecdotal,
from the few adventurers who
survived an encounter, and
theoretical, from the scholars
who study unexpected
earthquakes.
Those fortunate enough to
escape, often do so with
relatively unharmed of body.
However, the haunting vision
of such alienness lingers with
them. They talk of being
unable to forget the touch of
its suckers, the way its smell
catches them as theyʼre falling
to sleep, and the shame they
feel when they realise their
body is yearning for its toxin
again. For decades after the
encounter, these few have
reported a psychic tug back
towards the lair they escaped.
An horror still waits for them.
Many canʼt help but return,
months or years later.

Ancient Chthonian
84 HP, 14 AC, 35ft Move, Burrows.
Two actions. Bite, +8. 1d12+6 piercing.
Each round roll 1d6, on 1 or 2, it casts Confusion.

Mature
Chthonian
Reports of adult Chthonian
are even rarer than their
elders and in most cases their
reason for ascent can be
deduced. Larva spurts, natural
movements of tectonic plates,
or in one suspected case a
strong psychic pull triggered
by a cultist group. It appears
that these creatures do not
leave the safety of their native
homes by choice.
When they do, they appear to
flex their growing abilities
more than their elders, and so
itʼs these who have given us
more data points about what
they can achieve. With no
need to protect any young,
and lost of the way home, the
Chthonian chose more

sadistic ways to spend their
time.
They appear to be able to
make a psychic link with most
creatures of any intelligence.
Itʼs unclear how this happens,
but some seem more
suspectable than others. This
link drives the victim towards
the newly create burrow, there
it attacks violently, often from
underneath. It seems to be
after the victimʼs blood, and so
larger beasts tend to be
chosen. It is not unusual for
children or those closest to a
societyʼs heart to be taken.
Due to the lack of survivors,
itʼs difficult here to sever truth
from folk tales.

Mature Chthonian
55 HP, 13 AC, 35ft Move, Burrows.
Two actions. Bite, +7. 1d12+4 piercing.
Each round roll 1d6, on 1, 2 or 3, it casts Confusion.

The pupa are carrot-sized,
ranging from an inch to eight
or nine-inches. Their flesh is
near transparent, enough so
that their growing organs can
be seen within slowly
engorging on the continual
supply of blood they need.
They produce a similar toxin
that the old of species do,
calming the host that theyʼre
attached to. A key role of the
elder creature is to keep the
hosts alive by subduing them
and provided them with
enough nutrients to continue
blood creation. This process
exchanges fluids from the

elder, to the pray, then to the
larvae.
In this state, they are quite
fragile. They can be squeezed
and popped quite easily.
Detatching them is often
painful, but mentally and
physically.
The Chthonian larvae are
cared for by their parent until
the ancient one dies ‒ from
old age or proximity to the
surface, itʼs unsure. The young
eat the decaying flesh, then
follow the track of earth
loosened by the original
Chthonian, downwards.

Chthonian
Larvae

